
Album DS users guide

REQUIREMENTS: 

Microsoft Windows Vista or higher until Windows 8, Mac OS X 10.7 ( Lion) or higher
until 10.9 (Mavericks) and Adobe Photoshop CS (not recommended but usable), CS2, 
CS3, CS4, CS5, CS6 or CC.

Album DS is an application that works as a toolbar for Adobe Photoshop, therefore 
the speed of use is mainly dependent on the resources available for Adobe Photoshop; 
please optimize Photoshop for a fluent workflow and design experience. 

INSTALLATION:

Windows: 
• Execute the installer AlbumDS_setup.exe and follow the instructions on it, this will 

install the application for 32 and 64bits (if a 64bits OS is present) and the basic 
complements to start using the application; if needed the installer will check for 
some OS requirements like NET Framework and libraries. 

• Once finished you will have one shortcut for Album DS (32 bits) and another one for
Album DS 64 bits, depending on your Photoshop version you must use on or 
another. This can be checked at the Photoshop Help – System Info menu option. 

• Start Album DS using the desktop or menu shortcuts in Windows

Mac:
• Double click at the disk image file AlbumDS.dmg, this will mount a new volume 

called Album DS in your Mac.
• Drag the Album DS folder from left to right into the Applications folder. If icons view 

is not enabled in the volume please enable it first. 
• Close the Album DS volume. 
• The new Album DS application can be found at the Applications / Album DS folder, 

you may drag the application into your dock for a faster and easier access. 
• Start Album DS by double clicking the application at the Applications/Album DS 

folder or at the dock (if you have already dragged there the app).

Common:
• After a seconds Album DS will ask you for your Photoshop version, please select it. 

Make sure to select the correct one, specially if you are using CS5 or CS5.1 
because this are different versions. 

• A welcome / trial window will appear for 7 seconds, click at Start to close it. 



• If you have purchased a license you must now activate it, to do this please:
• Select the Configuration tab
• Click at Activate license
• Input your activation details ( you will receive them by email)
• Click at Request license, the application will connect to our server and 

validate the license. Please make sure that your firewall or antivirus is not 
blocking the connection. 

• Restart Album DS, the welcome window will not appear
• Select again the Configuration tab and click at Install add ons
• If you have an Album DS DVD please insert it now in the drive. 
• Select the add ons you want to install (you may select all) and click at Install 

add ons. 
• This will install / download the add ons, please notice that a full download is 

more than 4Gb and will take several hours, please be patient. 

IMPORTANT: Please select your language at the Configuration tab and set also if you are 
working in cm or inches, notice that the sample size is in cm and it's preferable to change 
it to a smaller one if you are working in inches before trying.

BACKUP AND REINSTALLATION:

It's highly recommended to make a backup of the Album DS folder in Documents 
into an external drive and copy there also the file AlbumDS.dmg or AlbumDS_setup.exe 
used for the installation. This way you may easily reinstall the application by 

• Executing the installer following the steps mentioned at the Installation part.
• Restore the Album DS folder from the backup into the Documents folder. 
• Start Album DS

HOW TO PLACE THE ALBUM DS WINDOW

Album DS main window has 2 possible configurations: normal and always visible, 
they are settable at the Configuration tab. 

The best solution is just to place Album DS and all Photoshop tools in a second 
monitor leaving the first one for your album sheets and designs. 

If this is not possible, with the Always visible setting the main window remains 
visible over any other application,  this is the recommended way for the Windows versions 
but in Mac it may hide Photoshop when clicking on Album DS and therefore we 
recommend to just place the Album DS window below the Photoshop main window like 
shown here:



SAMPLE ALBUM:

Album DS includes a sample album in the Documents/Album DS/Sample folder for 
demonstration purposes. It's advised not to use this folder for your own designs and 
albums. 

HOW TO CREATE AN ALBUM:

With Album DS you may create several types of designs, from just collages to single
pictures framed or masked or complete albums, in this guide I will call them albums 
idependently of the type of project.

Please notice that designs created using Album DS are standard PSD and JPG files
and they may be saved into any place of your computer but Album DS needs one file to 
control where they have been saved, the pictures used, templates, thumbnails, previews, 
album size, etc; this file is called album database file and has the .db extension. 

To create a new album please select the Album tab, then click at New album and 
select a folder to save the album database file, you must enter a name for this file. Album 
DS will reuse the data available at the album tab for this new album because it's very 
common to create similar albums. 

Now input of modify the album details at the Album tab:
• Input a title, customer name and comments. 
• You may select a predefined album size and also create your own 

predefined sizes database by clicking at the Predefined button. 
• Input the album size. Notice that width and height must include any trimming

guide.
• Central guide is to be used if you need a double guide with a separation in 



the center, the value to input is the separation.
• Gutter, this should only be used if your binder works with splitted pages and 

needs an extra piece of paper at each part for the binding. Will be used for 
splitting the sheets. 

Make sure to click at Save changes to save the modifications in the album database
file. 

Once an album has been created you may reopen it by clicking at Open album and 
selecting the album database file, Album DS will reload the pictures, sheets, size and other
details of this album and show them in their respective tabs. 

This way you may work at several albums at the same time and reopen one or 
another when needed. 

IMPORTANT: I highly recommend to make a backup of the album database file, album 
sheets and pictures on a daily basis as with any other software. One advantage of Album 
DS is that sheets are saved independently and even if you loose the album database file 
you will be able to open the sheets.

HOW TO OPEN ALBUMS MADE WITH OLDER VERSIONS OR IF THE DATABASE IS 
LOST:

In case you can't reopen an album or need to open an album made with an older 
version please follow this steps:

• Create a new album and input the size
• Drag the picture files into the Pictures tab
• Drag the sheets ( PSD files) into the Sheets tab
• Album DS will rebuild the relation among them and show them at their tabs.

HOW TO ADD PICTURES:

To add pictures to an album you only need to drag the picture files ( in JPG or TIFF 
format) into the Pictures tab of Album DS. Alternatively you may right click the mouse over 
any picture (or the mouse icon if no picture is available) and select Add pictures from the 
menu. 

Album DS creates the thumbnails and previews of the pictures while adding them, 
therefore it takes some time to complete the process ( a progress bar is provided at the 
bottom of Album DS). 

Pictures remain in their original location and used from there while designing, Album
DS saves the path of the picture and it can be read at the status bar while moving the 
mouse over a picture. 

It's not recommended to add all pictures taken by your camera, it will take more time
to be added and only confuses at design time, just make a previous selection to save a lot 
of time later.

HOW TO REMOVE PICTURES:

Notice that usually it's not needed to remove any picture because Album DS will 
mark or hidden the used pictures (depending on the Configuration settings) automatically 
after saving the sheets. 



To remove pictures please select them (use CTRL / CMD or SHIFT) for multiple 
selection and right click the mouse button, then select Remove pictures from the menu. 
Pictures are only removed from the album database file, they are not deleted from their 
location. 

HOW TO SELECT A TEMPLATE:

Templates are shown at the Pictures tab, at bottom. At the right part you have a list 
of template folders and by selecting them the templates thumbnails at left will be updated 
automatically. 

If you right click over the template folders at right you will get a menu to check all 
template folders or uncheck all template folders; notice that Album DS includes more than 
1200 templates. 

At bottom of the template folders you will find a button to enable Autofiltering on 
templates, this works in conjunction with the Full autofilter option in Configuration: if 
autofilter is enabled each time you select some pictures the application will show you the 
best templates for this pictures (from the selected template folders) taking in mind the 
number of pictures and if full filtering is enabled also the orientation; if autofilter is disabled 
it will show all pictures from the selected folders.

HOW TO USE A TEMPLATE:

The basic way is just to double click at the template thumbnail in Album DS, this will 
open the template in Photoshop and resize it to the album size you have input at the 
album tab. 

If the template includes any background or clipart it will be reloaded automatically 
from their respective files to ensure the highest quality without distortion. 

But they are many other ways to use a template and design, they will be explained 
in the following chapters.

HOW TO PLACE A PICTURE IN THE TEMPLATE:

Select a shape layer in the opened document at Photoshop and double click at a 
Picture, this will resize the picture to fit the shape and place it at the shape location 
( centered or at top left corner depending on configuration settings).

You may also place a picture by making a selection in Photoshop and then double 
clicking at a Picture, Album DS will automatically convert the selection into a shape layer 
and place the picture groupped to it. 

They are many other automatic ways to place a picture, they are explained in this 
guide. 

ALBUM DS INTERFACE AND MENUS:

Album DS consists of one main window divided into several tabs for showing 
Pictures - Templates, Sheets, Masks, Backgrounds, Cliparts, Frames, Styles, Extras, 
Album and Configuration details. 

All menus are available by right clicking the mouse button and they are menus for 



Pictures, Templates, Template folders, Sheets and Album.

PICTURES – TEMPLATES:

The first tab shows both the pictures and the templates and it includes an easy way 
to resize each of the lists or previews on in by dragging the separator, the application will 
remember the last position when opening again. 

Pictures and templates include a preview and a status bar, when you move the 
mouse over a picture you will get the preview at right and the file name at bottom in the 
status bar, also if the picture has a template assigned you can see a little thumbnail 
displayed over the picture thumbnail and the template preview shows the preview of this 
template. 

You may reorder the pictures by selecting them and then dragging the selection to 
the new position, this order is remembered by the application and is a fast way to group 
pictures into future sheets.

By double clicking at a picture it will be placed in the template if a shape layer is 
selected in Photoshop or open the picture file if no document is open in Photoshop. 

Pictures are framed in color grey if they are used in the current Photoshop 
document and framed in “used” color ( to be set at Configuration) if the sheet has been 
saved, you may also select at Configuration to hide used pictures and then they will not be
included in the list but remain in the album database file. 

Templates are shown at bottom of the pictures and also include a preview and the 
template name and folder are shown at the status bar while moving the mouse over a 
template. 

If you double click at a template it will be opened in Photoshop at the size input at 
the Album tab. 

Used templates are also framed with “used” color. 
Which templates are shown depends on the template folders loaded at the right list,



this list displays the subfolders of Documents/Album DS/Templates. 
If you right click at the folder list you will get a menu to check all or uncheck all 

folders, each time you select or unselect a folder the list of templates is updated. 
At bottom of the folders list you will find an Auto filter button, enabling autofilter 

forces the application to display only the templates appropiate for the pictures selected in 
the pictures list, this autofiltering feature has 2 options (settable in the Configuration tab):

– Full autofilter, the software looks for the number and orientation of the pictures and 
shows the templates that may have space for this pictures. Remember that Album 
DS uses the template orientation and therefore it may be different from the end 
orientation once the template is open because of the size difference between the 
original template and the album sheet size.

– Basic autofilter (disabling full autofilter). Album DS shows the templates appropiate 
for the number of pictures you have selected.

Once you have selected a few pictures you may drag a template from the templates
list to one of the selected pictures (in the above pictures list).

• If “Fill template immediately after drag and drop” is enabled in the Configuration 
Album DS will assign this template to the selected pictures and immediately design 
the sheet in Photoshop using the smart automatic method.
With this method the application opens the template, resizes it to the album size 
and fills the template using the selected pictures. If “Apply full filtering when 
autofiltering” is enabled the application will take care of the pictures orientation and 
place vertical pictures in vertical shape layers and horizontal pictures in horizontal 
shape layers, the order to be used is the one you have used to select the pictures 
and the shapes order in the Photoshop layers palette from top to bottom.
In case you have not enabled  Apply full filtering when autofiltering then Album DS 
will place the first selected picture into the largest shape layer available and the rest
following the selection order and the layers palette order but without taking care if 
the orientation.

• If “Fill template immediately after drag and drop” is not enabled then Album DS will 
assign this template to the selected pictures adding the template thumbnail to the 
picture but will NOT design the sheet. Using this option you may pre-design an 
album assigning templates to all pictures and at end select “Smarty fill the whole 
album” to automatically design the whole album using the smarty filling method and 
using the assigned templates for creating each sheet.



PICTURES MENU options are:

• Add pictures: just like dragging pictures into the Pictures list it adds new pictures to 
the album creating the thumbnail and the preview. Notice that you can't add 2 
pictures with the same filename even if they are in different folders.

• Remove selected pictures: deletes the pictures from the album database file but 
doesn't deletes the image file itself. If you have already used any of this files they 
remain on the designed sheets but you won't be able to resize the sheet or update 
the picture. 

• Search picture: After entering a text Album DS will search for all pictures which 
name includes this text and mark it as selected. 

• Sort pictures by name: changes the ordering of the pictures using the file name.
• Sort pictures by exif date: uses the date and time of picture capture to sort the 

pictures in the list, please notice that this is only possible if the file includes this 
details. 

• Export used pictures: copies the pictures marked as used into a folder you have to 
select. This is usefull to easily retouch them and later use the next option to update 
the album.

• Import pictures and update: Once you have retouched the pictures exported with 
the previous option you may import them again and Album DS will open each sheet 
to automatically update the pictures with the new retouched ones. Notice that the 
file name should not change after retouching them. With this option you may design
the album without having to retouch all pictures and once you get custommer 
approval you may retouch only the needed / used ones to definetely design the 
album.

• Place picture and resize shape: to be used to place a picture in the template after 
having selected a shape layer, it's similar to the double click but this time the shape 
layer will be transformed to suit the picture size perfectly. The shape layer area 



remains equivalent to the designed one. 
• Edit picture: opens in Photoshop the picture where the mouse is located while 

opening the menu. 
• Edit picture in layer: opens in Photoshop the picture used in the current layer of the 

current document in Photoshop. Please notice that layer names should not be 
renamed.

• Change pictures: you have to select 2 picture layers in Photoshop and use this 
option to place picture A in the position of picture B and picture B in place of A. This 
option only works with Photoshop CS2 or higher.

• Rotate picture or shape: after entering the number of degrees to be rotated the 
selected picture in Photoshop will be rotated; if you have selected instead a shape 
layer then the shape layer and the groupped picture (if any) will be both rotated. 
Positive degrees rotate clockwise and negative anti-clockwise. It's NOT 
recommended to rotate shapes or pictures using the Move tool from Photoshop 
because Album DS won't know about this rotation and therefore can't be used for 
correctly placing pictures or updating them, ALWAYS use this option to rotate a 
shape, picture or clipart. 

• Rotate – Randomly rotate shape layers: rotates the shape layers in the opened 
document random number of degrees. This is a fast method to create a good 
looking collage. 

• Autofill template with selected pictures: fills the current document in Photoshop with 
the selected pictures in Album DS, the order to follow is the same of the pictures 
selection and the layers palette in Photoshop from top to bottom. 

• Unassign templates: removes the relation between a picture and their assigned 
template (remember that templates are assigned to pictures by dragging them).

• Smarty fill assigned template: opens the assigned template in Photoshop and fills it 
with all the pictures assigned to the same template using the smarty filling method; 
if full autofilter is enabled also picture orientation is used. 

• Smarty fill album: automatically designs the whole album by filling the assigned 
templates with the assigned pictures for each template, if full autofilter is enabled 
also picture orientation is used. Album DS will automatically save the designed 
sheets in the folder you select and create the needed thumbnails and previews.

• Check all pictures: checks if the picture files have been changed since adding them 
to the album and updates the thumbnail and the preview, it doesn't updates the 
picture layer in a designed sheet. 



TEMPLATES MENU options are:

• Mark selected templates as used: as mentioned before once a template is used for 
an album it is framed in a “used” color (to be set at Configuration). But you may also
manually mark templates as used (or for any other purpose like discarding them) 
with this menu option-

• Mark selected templates as unused: removes the used template mark – frame. 
• Open at original size: opens the template where the mouse was over in the original 

size of the template ( that is: without resizing it to the album size) but adjusting the 
resolution to the one input for the album. This option is usefull for fast framing and 
resizing pictures to different fixed sizes, like 5x7, 7x5, 10x12,10x15, etc; you only 
need to have templates ready for this sizes and without having to change the album
size you may open the template, place the picture and save it in the specified size. 
Album DS includes several size sample templates in the full licensed version. 

• Open and adjust to album size without changing shapes: if you double click at a 
template it automatically resizes to fit the album size and the shape layers are 
adjusted to this new size, that means a shape with a 2x3 relation may become 
slightly higher or wider depending on the new size; with this option shape layers are
not changed their original aspect relation and therefore the template design is 
respected but this also means you may have an empty space in the template. By 
default all shape layers are resized to fill the maximum space in the template as this
is normally the best looking solution. 

• Open left side of template: opens the left side of a template but extends it to fill the 
whole size of the album. This has 2 uses, the first is using only half of the template 
design for your sheet and the second is to use it for cover or backs, you only have 
to temporarily divide the album width at half and open the left (or right) side of a 
template for the cover / back.

• Open right side of template: same as previous option but using the right side of a 
template. 

• Autofill template with same image in batch mode: fills the selected template with all 
pictures but using only one picture per designed sheet, the same picture is repeated
in all shape layers of the template. This option is very usefull for creating school 
collages where you have to place the same kid in only one sheet but with different 



sizes or decorations like creating calendars, christmas, etc. 
• Create picture proofs with this template: uses the current template to create proofs 

of the pictures to be shown to your customers or on the web. If a watermark layer is 
included in the template this will be used for water marking the picture; the 
application takes care of the picture orientation.

• Fills selected templates with selected pictures: opens the first selected templated 
and fills it with the first selected pictures until no more pictures have place in the 
template, saves this sheet and opens the second selected template to do the same 
with the next pictures. Best results are achieved if the templates are very similar 
because it's near to impossible to know which pictures is important or not. 

SHEETS:

The Sheets tab shows the sheets already saved or added to an album, at right you 
will get a large preview. 

All sheets must be saved with Album DS, this will create the PSD file and the JPG 
file (also a TIFF file if set in the album tab). Don't save your sheets with Photoshop 
because Album DS doesn't knows about this sheets and can't create the preview or take 
control of used pictures. 

Sheets are automatically added when you save them using Album DS but you may 
also add them by dragging a PSD file into the Sheets tab or using the Sheets menu. 

You may reorder sheets in the Sheets tab by selecting and dragging them.

SHEET MENU options are:

• Add sheets: you will be prompted to select the PSD files to be added, Album DS will
open them to get the list of used pictures and creates the thumbnails and previews.



• Remove selected sheets: removes the selected sheets from the album database 
file, please notice that the files are not deleted. 

• New sheet: creates a new empty sheet in Photoshop and places the guides as input
in the album tab.

• Save sheet: saves the current sheet into the folder you select, sheets can be saved 
into any folder and Album DS saves the path to the file in the album database file. If 
you use the filename of an existing file you will be asked if overwrite. I highly 
recommend to name sheets with enough characters like Sheet_005.psd and not 
Sheet_1 … Sheet_5 because reordering will be more difficult.

• Save as template: saves the current document open in Photoshop as a template for
Album DS. Templates must be saved into a subfolder of Documents/Album 
DS/Templates and the end of the name ( 6 characters) should reflect the number of 
pictures, vertical and horizontal ones to allow autofiltering capabilities like 
Mytemplate_030201.psd ( 3 pictures, 2 verticals and one horizontal).

• Save as mask: masks are JPG files where the white space allows the picture to be 
seen and the dark or black hides the picture, I recommend to create them in square 
format with 2000x2000 pixels. Masks are saved into a subfolder of Album 
DS/Masks.

• Save as backgrounds: any document open in Photoshop can be save as 
background, just make sure it is large enough to fit your designs in high resolution. 
Backgrounds are saved into a subfolder of Album DS/Backgrounds. 

• Save as clipart: allows for saving cliparts in PNG format with transparent 
background into the Album DS/ Cliparts subfolder. 

• Resize sheet to new album size: you have to first input a new size at the album tab 
and click at Save changes, then you may use this option to resize the currently 
open document in Photoshop to the new album size; Album DS will update the 
pictures, background and clipart to avoid any distortion. An option to resize the 
whole album automatically is available at the album menu. 

• Rename sheets – unique sheet: allows for renaming a unique sheet in the album, 
you only have to input the new name and the application will rename both the PSD 
and the JPG file (and the TIFF if selected at album settings); it also checks if the 
name has been already used in the same folder. 

• Rename sheets – all sheets: once you have reordered the sheets at the list by 
dragging them you may easily rename them to follow this order, you will be prompt 
to input a name prefix and Album DS will add a numerical sequence of 3 digits to 
this prefix like Mysheets_001.psd. The application renames both the PSD and the 
JPG files (also the TIFF one if selected to save this kind of files in the album tab). 

As you have read you may add your own templates, masks, backgrounds and 
cliparts to Album DS using the integrated menu, but if you have many of them ready for 
adding you may just copy them into the appropiate subfolders but please take care to 
create also a jpg thumbnail in the appropiate subfolder using the same file name, this 
thumbnail is the one shown at the different tabs in Album DS. 



MASKS:

To place a mask in your designs you need to select a shape layer in Photoshop and 
double click at the selected mask thumbnail in Album DS, the mask will be added to the 
shape layer and the effect will be visible in the groupped picture (if there is any). 

The advantage of adding a mask to the shape is that it can be saved as template 
and be reused for any picture. 

Mask folders are listed at right and you may include any of them on the list just by 
checking the folder. 

To create your own masks please save them with the Sheets menu. You may open 
of the provided masks in Album DS to take a look on how they are made. 



BACKGROUNDS:

They are two kind of backgrounds included with Album DS: high resolution 
backgrounds in JPG format and pattern backgrounds in PSD format. 

To place a background you only need to double click at the thumbnail in Album DS, 
high resolution backgrounds are placed in the open document in Photoshop at the left top 
corner and pattern ones are repeated to fill the color fill layer. 

Please notice that pattern backgrounds can be modified once applied to the 
document using Photoshop effects and you can easily change the color of a high 
resolution background by adding a colorize layer over the background, changing opacity or
combining 2 or more backgrounds. Always remember you are working in Photoshop and 
creativity is infinite. 



CLIPART:

Album DS includes 3 types of clipart, the most known PNG cliparts with transparent 
background, EPS cliparts for decorative elements which can be easily resized and PDF 
cliparts for calendar months and other elements. 

All cliparts are added to your design by just double clicking at the thumbnail in 
Album DS, once placed in the document you may resize it with Photoshop; to rotate them 
please remember to use the rotation option at the Pictures menu. 



FRAMES:

They are 3 kinds of frames, to place them please select a shape layer in Photoshop:
• Simple PSD frames, after double clicking at the thumbnail you will be 

prompted to input the size (width) of the frame and at what distance you want
to place the frame in percentage of the shape size. This frames can be 
combined placing several of them to the same shape. 

• Decorative frames, this are resized to fit the target shape layer and frame it. 
Album DS calculates the most appropiate size for them before placing the 
frame in the document. 

• Multilayer frames like the Xmas ones: this are complicate frames and to 
make them suitable for any shape layer dimension they are resized on the fly
before placing and Album DS takes care not to distort some elements like 
balls, stars or cartoons. 



STYLES:

Styles are included in Album DS to easily enhance a picture or decoration adding a 
stroke, bevel, shadow, texture, etc. You have to select the target shape layer and double 
click at the style in the application, it will be added to the shape layer as an effect and 
visible in the groupped picture. 

You may modifiy the effect later at Photoshop by clicking at the effect icon below the
shape layer. 

EXTRAS:

At the extras tab you will find very usefull enhancements and effects for your 
pictures, from a Glamour effect to Comic or Paint. Also you may split a sheet or tilt a shape
/ picture with this extras. 

To apply an effect to a picture please select the picture layer in Photoshop and then 
click at the Extra button in Album DS. 

Some special effects are:
• Teeth whitener, please use Photoshop's Quick mask first to create a mask on

the teeths, then click at the button.
• Selection to shape, first make a selection in Photoshop and then use this 

button to transform it into a shape. This may result very usefull if you want to 
create an abstract shape like from a drawing. 

• Split sheet: splits the current sheet at the half
• Split with gutter: splist the current sheet at half but adds the gutter size to 

each half. 
• Tilt..: rotates the picture or the shape layer + picture the indicated degrees. 



ALBUM:

As mentioned at start of this guide each album or project has a single database file, 
by clicking at New album you may create a new album database file and reopen an 
already existing album with the Open album button and selecting an album databse file 
(.db).

Details on this can be found at How to create and album at start of the guide, but I 
will explain how Predefined sizes work.

At the Album DS/Predefined folder you will find some db files with predefined album
sizes for several labs. By clicking at the predefined button it opens a window to select this 
lab databases or create and modify them. 

After opening a database file you may easily select a row with the album size you 
need and click at Apply selected sizes at bottom, this will copy the album size into the 
Album DS album tab but remember that you still need to save the changes. 

If your preferred lab is not included please ask them to contact us to be included. 

ALBUM MENU options:

• Generate web page: creates a simple but effective way to show your album in web 
page format, html and images are saved into the folder you select. You have to 
upload this folder to your hosting to make them available for web browsers.
The width of the images is set at the configuration tab.

• Create sheet index contacts: this option allows for creating a contact sheet with all 
sheets designed for your album and the pictures used for each sheet. 

• Generate album proofing files: it produces the proofing files needed to be uploaded 
to your hosting for album comments and approval by your customers. This system 
is based on flash technology and can be used with compatible browser. 
You will find complete information on how to use it and a working demo at: 
http://www.albumds.com/web/index.php/en/support/album-proofing-system 

• Split all sheets: splits the sheets at half and saves the left and right part (with prefix)
at the folder you select.

• Resize whole album: first you have to input the new size and click at Save changes,
then you can use this option to resize the whole album and the application takes 
care to update pictures, backgrounds, cliparts, etc to avoid any distortion. 
Notice that this option can also be used as the “Scaled sheets” option available in 
previos Album DS versions. You may first design the album at 72ppi and later resize
the whole album inputing the correct resolution, this way the design process is very 
fast and only once approved you can resize it to get the final design. 

• Export album: if you intend to reopen an album at a different computer or from a Pc 
to Mac you need to use this option to create path relative copies of the sheets and 
pictures. Once exported you may copy the result folder into the other computer and 
use the Open album option there to open the exported album database file, Album 
DS will convert the relative paths into definitive and reload all pictures, sheets and 
other settings. 

CONFIGURATION:

http://www.albumds.com/web/index.php/en/support/album-proofing-system


At the configuration tab you will find following settings and options:
• Language, the application tries to start the first time in the appropiate language for 

your system but you may change it at this option. If you are using the Mac version 
you will need to restart the application after changing the language.

• Photoshop version: after this change you have to restart the application to start 
communication with Photoshop. Please make sure to select the correct version of 
Photoshop, specially if using CS5 or CS5.1 as this are different versions. If you are 
using Windows please make sure to use the correct shortcut (32 or 64bits) for your 
Photoshop. 

• Add Ons folder: this is not settable, it shows the folder used by Album DS to save 
the complements like Templates, Backgrounds, etc and the main databases. 

• Measurement system: please select cm or inches. 
• Album DS always visible: this setting forces the application to remain visible over 

any other application, specially Photoshop. This is usefull if you only have one 
monitor and want to interact with both applications without having to call the 
application from the dock or taskbar each time. In previous versions of Album DS 
this was set by default but now we have preferred to allow user to set it. 

• Color theme dark: sets the aspect of Album DS to dark, if not set it will be on the 
default OS color scheme. 

• Hide used pictures: when enabled Album DS will not show the already used (for 
saved sheets) pictures in the Pictures tab. 

• Used pictures framing color: you may set the color to frame the used pictures and 



used templates. 
• Rasterize pictures after placing: a pictures is placed always as a smart object but if 

this option is set the picture will be immediately rasterized, this is the default option 
because you can directly modify the pictures but remember that smart object is the 
best option if you are going to resize the pictures in the document frequently. If you 
are using an Extra for a smart object picture the copy will be rasterized. 

• Center pictures in shapes: centers the picture at the middle of the target shape 
layer to which it is groupped, if not set the picture is aligned at the top left corner of 
the shape. 

• Adjust shapes to pictures when autofilling: if this option is set and you use the “Fill 
template with selected pictures” the target shape layers will automatically be resized
to fit the picture that comes.

• Adjust shapes to maximum template size: only to be used if the size of your album 
is drastically different from the template size like using a panoramic template for a 
vertical collage and they are elements at the template very near to the border; this 
option will restrict the position of this elements inside of the template limits. 

• Apply full filter when autofiltering: takes care for the picture orientation when 
showing the appropiate templates to the selected pictures, Auto Filter must be 
enabled at bottom of the template folders list. 

• Fill template immediately after drag and drop: if you drag a template to selected 
pictures in the Pictures tab this option makes Album DS to immediately design the 
sheet by opening the template and filling it with the selected pictures. If not set 
dragging a template only assigns the template but doesn't creates the sheet in 
Photoshop. 

• Width of sheets for website: this is the width in pixels to be used for the sheets 
included at the web page generated with the album menu. 

• Activate license, to be used once you purchase a license to input your activation 
details. Please make sure to use also this option to deactivate the license before 
transferring Album DS to a new computer or formatting the current, if you have any 
issue activating the license please contact support@albumds.com as soon as 
possible.

• Install add ons: the trial version of Album DS only includes a small subset of the 
complements available with the licensed version and this option installs them by 
downloading from our server of from the DVD. This option is only available after 
activating the license. 
Please notice that Album DS is more than 8.000 files and 4Gb, installing all 
complements from our server will take several hours. It's very important to make a 
backup once installed for an easier reinstallation if needed. 

Please enjoy Album DS and don't hesitate to contact us if you need any help, you 
may send us an email to support@albumds.com or use the support site at 
http://www.albumds.com/web/index.php/en/support/request-support 
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